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Our readers wriT easily perceive all the
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that may arise from such a
state of ings. If war breaks out between
From the Quebec Gazette.
From the Kennebec Journal,
_ .JAMES K. REM ICH,
the great Powers, and if the revolution
commercial cities, hut in,. '<
should arise in France by means of the elecopposite the meeting-house
country, we learn from u i.doubted
MELANCHOLY SHIPWRECK,
;
toral colleges, the weakness and decision of
Ter
To
the
People
of
.
that there are at pres ht s.,
Two dollars per annum o the present Ministry will be the cause 01
The brig Betsey, of Whitehaven, was
paid within
No citizen of this State but profeses to be cleared at Quebec for Tralee (Ireland) on loaded with lumberat. Whi
year.—No papers discontin- these two misfortunes.
not
come through the Ch
a republican. Ask any man, no natter by the 15th October, 1827 with a full cargo of
ued (except at the option of the publisher)
want of sufficient money'
what
party
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may
have
beei
known,
pine,
deals,
&c.
by
George
.
Symes,
Esq.
Until all arrearages are paid.
From the Nuretrburg Courier of Peace tvu — n°w claims to be a republican’,
tolls!”
The further particulars of her voyage an.
and War.
The publisher will not hold himself re
«vhat is the meaning of this woid? In its shipwreck, have been obtained from her log
sober legitimate sense, it implies hat the book and from the Indians. She sailed from
FRONTIERS OF WALLACHIA, MAY 6.
Thg Philadelphia American .Sc nt mol responsible for any error in any advertisement
is in the hands of the people, to) Quebec on the 17th; was off Magdalen Islands marks:—“ Commodore Porter'.— -The re?beyond the amount charged for its insertion.
'fhe difficulties attending the Russian army government
be
executed
by
their
representatives
or
aturn
of this gallant officer to his na.
on the 23d October, and meeting there with
increase daily Contagious diseases and the
gents, duly elected or appointed b- tijem for strong southerly gales she bore away fertile try,.from Mexico, says the Upland Uninr,
real
oriental
plague
manifest
themselves
in
FOKEIGN NEWS.
periods. “Democracy,” however straits of Belle Isle. On the 30th she ship is expected, daily It’ is said the President
a terrible manner, and cause ravages equally stated
means a very different thing. Thi$.jsa gov
a sea which carried away her bulwarks will confer upon him the appointment of
LATE FROM EUROPE.
i extensive amongst both soldiers and inhabit ernment exercised by the people electively ped
and deck load, and she became leaky and Minister to Mexico.”
ants.^
At
Felkschan
alone,
165
persons
died
without
the
intervention
of
reprerntatives*
The ship Thomas Dickinson, Capt. An within two days, according to official reports ;
strained much, steering N. E. by E. and N.
thony, has arrived at New-York, with Lon-! 300
families were under quarantine, and both Such was the government of se - ml of the E. by N. On the evening of the 25tli, by
The world’s alive and every particle of it,,
don papers to June 18th and Liverpool to the i the military and i ihabitant'» sought their sal Grecian States, some.!vs denov ffinted an •the number of miles she was running hourly, and it microscopes which are'said to create
ochlocracy, n- a ruling of the ■
-The '’’kryg^^have b
^lh.—Bos. Pal.
the ¿dace where this immensity of vitality atU not put clow,
vation in flight, which increases the danger, theory and practice of Anr »-■. tp;. '
”t- i
Parliament was to be prorogued on the 23d. as the contagion is thereby spread on «1! terly
advcist to such asyaiem~7 7.
■■= ■she 4/as. wrecked,.but no one nas survived .to we shall be eaten ffip.in'spite of our t^Cth.
There was no doubt but Mr. O’Connel sides to such a degree, that about 12,000 in man can claim to be “ a democratic republi
ashore. It huppenTartar on the Teeth.—Mr. Eg Beaumc
'•^ulffibe elected to a seat in the House of. dividuals lay sick in Wallachia. Interments can,” unless he is an enemy to the state and etl that none Of thejnhabitants of the coast has lately ascertained that.tartar on the teeth
passed that way the saffiu-a^^un^|?>.«t, next ¡»produced in the same männer as ro"a,, by
Commons.
take place secretly every night, and it is federal constitutions.
spring, the first boat which passed,'fe’Ucu'w4_ atirniiilcüla ; which, after having formed the
LONDON, JUNE 17.
1most strictly forbidden to converse about the
Our State government is a limiteqjrepreEven the elements seem to partici sentative republic, subject to certain Specifi having seen some pieces of pine timiler on nidus/ insinuate themselves between the
Halfpast Seven o'clock. Dreadful rumors plague.
'
different
islands. Shortly afterwards a re
■ ' are current this afternoon respecting Portu pate in the struggle.
ed powers vested in the United States by the port was circulated by American and Nova gums and teeth, causing diseases of both, and
At about 5 o’clock in the afternoon of the federal constitution.
gal..—It is stated that upwards of 30 persons
secretion often contaminates the breath)
'These powers are
fishermen, that the hull of a vessel their
Mr. Le Beaume has also-ascertained that
have been either poisoned'in prison or pub 5th, three severe shocks of an earthquake chiefly confined to our foreign affaus. and Scotia
burnt
to
the
water
’
s
edge
had
been
seen
on
licly executed.—Among them is said to have | were felt at Bucharest, one of which lasted the relations between State and State, the
the teeth with vinegar and a brush,
Mary’s Isle, with the place where two wa^iing
will, in a few days, remove the tartar ; and
been a very wealthy lady named Mendez, ' a minute and a half, during which the floods internal police being reserved to the respec St.
men
had
been
newly
buried,
but
this
report
WtFCSe only crime was refusing, to purchase! of the Danube damaged every thing on both tive members of the confederacy. Our gov was never verified.
the use of powdered charcoal and the tinc
ture of th at any ¿Will- effectually prevent its
her liberty by drawing from the English! sides of the river, and involved both friends ernment therefore, or rather governments,
On the 6th November, 1828, all doubts formatjo.i.
and
enemies
in
destruction.
funds, for the use of the usurper, the whole
may be denominated a federal representative
The attention of Count Diebitscli contin republic, the power originating with and were raised.—Some Esquimaux hunting 6n
of her property in this country. I have en
the coast, seeing a piece ,of rope on sfiorg
ues
to
be
directed
to
Silistria.
He
lately
deavored to ascertain whether these.accounts
periodically reverting to the people. ’. '
Next President —An election for the next
near the big islands of Watawistick, landed,
are true, but 1 cannot learn. They are said made a considerable corps across the Danube
After the adoption of the federal constitu and found a small woqden compass and a President was held by the passengers on
to be dated May 30th, but the Portuguese near Hirsova, to advance it against that for tion, those who had advocated it wei e^enom- scraper ; on examining further, well trod board the steamboat Triton, which arrive !
A mbassador has no letter of a later date than tress : but it was prevented by an opposing inated federalists, and those who opposed re- den paths in the moss shewed that persons here last week, from Galena) The result;
the 23d. I send you a. letter of that date, re body of Turks, who compelled it to retreat. Ruplicaps- This is the origin of the distinc- . had been living thereabout for a considerable was as follows
For Clay,-29 ; Calhoun, 7 ;
ceived here from a person of high respecta An engagement is also spoken of on the lion. All are now satisfied with thi^onstr- time^ After searching for some time longer, Van Buren, 5 A passenger informs us that
Danube, near* Silistria, in which the Turks tution, and that distinction no longer exists.
bility.
one of the Indians ascended a hill, and saw a this may be taken as a fair test of Mr. Clay’s
are said to have lost 300 men. Count Phalen
.Another, however, very natural}-/arose,
LISBON, MAY â3,râ29.
among small trees somethir . like a popularity throughout the Miffing District.
proceeded on the 5th in great haste, to the as a sort of consequence of the first. The re hollow
St. Louis ( Miss.) Repub.
shelter, to which they went, The
felon's
Our city has been, for the last three
corps stationed before the fortress. Gen. publicans had objected to that instruW^nt on of
three men were laying outside
door
in the greatest agitation, in consequence of Kesseleo likewise left Bucharest for Kra
Gen. Jackson affects a pa'triotic-hoyror of
several bands of volunteers scouring the jowa in Little Wallachia. At Kalarash, the rile ground tnat it vested too much power in and three others inside ;* on the top lay a,
head and subtracted too much from the box containing the log book of the Betsey, a defaulters, and all his purchased editpjs-op^u
streets, and headed by a priest, the curate of ■ number in the military lazaretto is every the
members
or
the
confederacy.
When,
there

work on navigation, the register of the brig, in full cry as soon as they farfCy they have
Barreiro, insulting and attacking all those moment increasing, and even the smallest
the federalists were for extending the and some other articled, nearly destroyed.
discovered.one] to hunt him down. YetGenthey took for the pat tizans of legitimacy, and cottages of the peasants are appropriated for fore,
powers of tii e'gene rill government,..the reThere was no appearance that the people eval Jackson appoints to be th ? Second .Yudicommitted all kinds of disorders.
this purpose.
•
pubiicans
insisu\.
upon
a
strict
uffii
literal
had’been able to make a fire, and it was tor of the Treasury, Major W B. Lewis, a
The disgraceful scenes have been carried
Lord Chief Justice Best is elevated to the construction of the constitution, and became
|
..............
defaulter, known ’to General Jackson
so far that to-day even some persons of the Peerage, as Baron Wynford, of Wynford-ga- the adv ocates of Rtate rights. This-was long manifest that instead of seeking to find in- public
habicants they iiad hid tnemselves. 'This is to be such, If General Jackson can reconcile
lower orders (who had hitherto taken the gle, Dorsetshire.
the great hue of distinction. But just before always the . case with English sailors who: it to himself to place a public defaulter in a
part of Don Miguel) proceeded to defend the
Mr. Sugden has been appointed Solicitor - and at the commencement, aha during the are wrecked qu this coast; they take it for | responsible office-,, after his declarations
.......ainsulted persons, attacking the Satellites of
.
late war, the parties so far cbanged^des on granted that there are no inhabitants but gainst defaulters, vye are curious how he Cail
Don Miguel, and dispersed them with stones. G eneral.
this great question, that the federalists of Indians, ready to murder them without mer justify himself to the people. ’
In the prisons, scenes of the utmost distress
New-Engla;.d denied to the general govern
“ 'The multitude (says Junius) in all coun^
and misery were daily occurring; indeed,
The Spanish Expedition.— A correspon ment the power over the militia /ri regard to cy, while in truth there are few or no Indians
despair had arisen to such a pitch that the dent of the Charleston Courier, under date calling them out or- commanding1 them, and either on the Labrador coast or on that of tries, are patient to a Certain point.”
Nat.:Jour.
prisoners themselves had defied their jailors, of Havana, July 7th, communicates t e fol the republicans as strenuously »nsisCed on a^wfoundland, and these far from being
by singing the hymn of Don Pedro, and by lowing particulars respecting the expedition tnesie powers. Froin this time the parties cruel are the most inoffensive people on
earth,
who
would
perform
any
office
of
hu

The French papers state ¿that during the
proclaiming the legitimate Queen Donna fitted out therefor. Mexico, some of which have oniy existed in name, the line having
manity to persons in distress
late calamitous earthquakes in Spain, a great
Mana II.
have not before been published
been broken, and the conduct of the federal
It
appears
that
the
brig
Integrity,
Capt.
many
people who were Lobbied with rheu
“ Day before yesterday morning, the ex ists during the war for insisting upon docPiquets of cavalry bad been added to the
regular force that guards the prisons, and pedition against Mexico went out most bril trineSj while a minority, so adverse to tneir Banks, of Workington, which sailed hence matism,were cured.
the same day as the Betsey, has never
those prisoners who were most remarkable liantly—the troops full of enthusiasm. The avowed principles while a majot-Hy^asthe on
been heard of.
'I’be person who sent thé great cheese to
for their attachment tft the Queen, were re- transports were the following vessels
tei^^oi 'bltter reurcach — -¿hietrtflr Tutor . * The Betsey on her last voyage outwards
the PresideaL, some months since» from
American ships Robin Hooffi Capt, Evans . ted upon tneir adversaries for corresponding' to this port fiacTa'CTUW
i
moved to the fortsT....... ...........
,dv'iS
'alerter in
Every body here is persuaded that the Roger Williams, Capt. Mosher; Bingham, inconsistency. The original cause of the di boys. It is probable she Had as many on her
present state of things cuinot last touch Ion CaPt ___ ; Ti iton, Capt. Smith ; American
vision having long ceased—the constructive return voyage. The Dg hook, &c. have been
brigs Chilian, Capt. Butler ; Cornelia, Capt and restrictive parties being entirely broken brought to Quebec.
Newburyport Herhld.
ger.
Constant, and the Spanish brig Catilma,
The latest Russian Bulletin bears the date with 3,500troops. Ships of war, line -ship up—the enquiry now is, wnat is it that distin
guishes. a federalist from a republican ? We
On Thursday last a man with his family
oi the camp before Silistria, May 29th It »oberano
,
Further particulars of the shipwreck at
frigatesLealtad and Restauraceli,
appears that the operations of the siege of ’and brigs Cautivo and Amalia.—Admiral ask their best and ablest men to point out Anticosti.— -The Quebec Mercury of the ■passed through Providence in a.strange fash
one
leading'distincUon
which
will
noi
involve
ion.
The man was harnessed to a handcart;
that place had bit just commenced. It ’Laborde has gone as commander of the
30th ult. contains some further particulars
their goods tvVo daughters be
seemed likely to be protracted much longer squadron, and can land from his ships 800 many distinguished individuals of each of the concerning the wreck of the Granicus, and containing
<
than might suit the Russian interests. A marines, well armed and disciplined., m case ola parties. Were Adams and Jackson at the loss or deaths of the passengers and crew, tween 12 and 14 years bld, assisted by ropes,
head of each ot those parties? The fact together with the affidavit of the four attached to tile axletrees ; the wife,followed
Turkish ship of the line of 60 guns, is said to of need.’ The expedition is furnished with the
1« N/i..
h-Aii for twenty years, and duFrenchmen from the Magdalen Islands, Th aide bv á little boy, pushed behind. They said
have been burnt at the entrance of the Bos 350,000 to 500,000 dollars.” .
phorus, under the fire of a fort, by a small
before a justice of the Febee of the District the^ vVere from Boston for Ne\y-York. Some
of Gaspe, statihg the manner in which, the money was given them by those who felt a
Russian squadron. The Grand Vizier re
Mexico.—A gentleman recently from j
place where, and the circumstances under desire to help the poor'man through the
mained shut up in Shumla.
Mexico has expressed to the editors of the j
The Sultan has gone to his camp, while N Y Gazette, the opinion, that that portion
which, they found the remains of the dead, world.
thé Russian army is preparing for decisive ofthé Mexican people, which is willing to
on the Island of Anticosti. There is no
Á man named Cane was killed in Halifax,
doubt that the remains are those of the per
measures on the left bank of the Danube. resume the Spanish yoke, constitutes a very
Till Silstria has fallen into the hands of the small party. Even those who have been un
sons who sailed from Quebec on board the N, C. by a stab in the sidé inflicted by a per
son
named Drew. The latter has been ar
Russians, we must not expect any great mili fortunate in the conflicts of party, whffi“
Granicus. The lady whose ring was found,
was a Mrs. Sterling' whose husband^ is now rested fortrial. The quarrel originatedatary movements.
have been so violent in Mexico, are all ih
Very rigorous inquiries are making, in favor of their country’s Independence, al
in Quebec, formerly of Ediburgh. Tile edi bout an empty
Wallachia, after evil minded persons, who, though dissatisfied with the present order oi
tor of tue Mercury has been informed by a
Rats seem to abound in Alexandria, D. C.
in their letters to correspondents abroad, things there.—Bos. Pat.
ship broker, that on the morning of the sail
take pains to exaggerate whatever there
ing of the ship. Capt. Martin had been tor A correspondent of the Gazette, states that
“ The most probable point of attack will
ta nate in obtaining fourteen passengers, and in taking up the floor of a kitchen, in a house
may be to regret in the distressing situation be on the coast of Yucatan, a State which ma
, that the creW^ men and boys, consisted ot where their ravages were intolerable, nine
ot the two Principalites.
ny suppose has never been in fa\or of tne
about twenty persons. So that only half the ty-six, of large size were destroyed.
The Pacha of Egypt has given notice to independence, as their trade with the Ha prudently, aiia uy
.
the different European Consuls, that, for the vana, formerly considerable, has been cut off the division on tha’t subject no longer exist number are accounted for. The particulars
A correspondent of the N. Y. Mercantile
future, no European will be allowed to enter by the war. This he is inclined to think is a ed, and as he saw that there were now no as.detailed in the affidavit, do not vary es
into or remain in Egypt, unless he has a very partial opinion, and probably formed by opposers ot the federal constitution and at sentially from the statement published in Advertiser states that the bones of wlvat is
represented as an Antediluvian animal, qf
guarantee of his conduct from the Consul of
least as many advocates of constitutional this paper several days since. But they are. more immense frame than the mammoth, is
internal enemies.
.
r <• u
his nation.
“ The present Commander in Chief of the powers with the republicans as vith the fed-< ot too horrid a description to be repeated., no more nor less than the jaw-bone ot x
The latest accounts received at Odessa, i land forces, Gen. St. Anna, is an officer of èraïists, he gradually aunuied the distinction 1’here was no appearance of bread,,or flour, sperm whale. He savs he got his informa
say that the Grand Vizier is concentiatmg ■ distif)Vuished mifitary talents, and has passed in practice, which had ceased to exist in or any other proper topd.
The following are given as marks on the tion from an old whaler explaining the mat
all his force at Shumla. lherP was no neWa | his life in camps from the age of ¡3 or 14 theory.
A Republican.
articles found in the liut with the remains of ter to his son.
from Varna, however ; no military opera- ,
&nd -g
idoi of the suldiery
The
the dead, viz :—
tions of importance could take place. 1 he i ¿kr
wbo stUl exercise a great influence
Buenos Ayres.—intelligence is brougat by
President Jackson and Mr. Van Buren are
A shirt, F. Vaughan; 1 do. Wm. Nash,
.grass was
spnuging
; Over the minds of the people, will support the U. S. sloop of war Boston, at New-York
No. 8, bept. 17,1827 ; a tìnger ring engrav now on a visit to the venerable Charles Car
j.forage for_ *the horses,
m and the cavalry and
^dependence.”
tnat
as
late
aSHhe
29th
of
May
the
city
of
roll,
at his summer residence near Baltimore,
ed inside “married J. S. to A.S. 16th April,
artillery' cannot act till the ammunition and
Buenos Ayres was stilt closely invested by 1822.” On a blank leaf in Blunt’s American Three members of the Cabinet áre again
provisions cap be conveyed.
MEXICO — Vera Cruz papers of June 16 the troops of Lopez and Rosa. 'There had Coasting Pilot, was written “ J. Stickney, absent from Washington.
[From theJournal du Commerce.']
received at New Orleans state that the Mex been some slight skirmishing, but nothing de Esq.” “ J. 8. Campbell, Esq. Quebec.” On
ican Government have not made the least cisive had occurred. Lavalle, Governor of another leaf of the same book, was written,
parís, JUNE 13.
Bandboxe#:—Wo lady is allowed to carry
The Mercantile Courier, of Cadiz, Pu^>- preparation in that place, for defence against Buenos Ayres, was losing _;round, and the “ ship Granicus, Cook.v On the African more than seven bandboxes,—one having
Monteneros
had
possession
of
the
suburbs.
notice to »a™ merest
«pedition.«!^ »a^pec.ed
• coast pilot and two oiher nautical Looks, more can't gu F cried one
odr stage dri
ships to sail with precaution, because the to arrive there about the 10th or 15th July. The latter were the most popular among appears “ Robert Martin Barnmouth, by vers the other day, when receiving IÜS fe
the
citizens.
Adm.
Brown
had
resigned
his
rtll
a
a«,
v,.
.....
The
Spaniards
are
expected
to
occupy
the
Ay
ton
near
Berwick,
N.
B.
”
below
two
lines
male passengers.—-Concord Gaz.
Moors are fitting out six corsairs at Oran.
dared fulu 16 1 ' city and then blockade with their navy the situation as provisional Governor of the Pro of the Poetry in the Seaman’s Daily Assist
[/rro?n the Gazette de France dt
MJ
I castle of San Juan de Uloa. 1 bat fortress is vince.
ant
“
Willis.
”
A Wolf was killed in Sandwich/Mass.
PARIS,
JUNE «. 16.
| dui
In consequence of alledged insults to the
.'
but uuunv
poorlv provisioned,
and will
long
7
i.-.iv'»
.. *** not
- —o be
the 10th of June last, which had during ¿nd
“ The last letters from the Levant brings , abk to sustain the siege on that account, French flag and nation, the Consul General,
since the Summer of 1827 committed great
Mutiny and Recapture.— The ship Belle ravages upon the Sheep in S. and the neigh
us certain
news that the blockade of the 1j Santa-Anna
<
-------— —
has accepted the place of Min- M. Mandeville, demanded his passports,
was
towed
into
New-Orleans
30th
ult.
by
which
were
granted,
and
he
left
Buenos
Dardanelles has received all the extension, of vv
aE)d was at the eve of leaving
bouring towns. It is supposed he destroyed
,
a
«^i
o„ ¡■ the
inceof Vera Cruz for Mexico. ^
Ayres, with his family and effects, on the the Porpoise, with 19 Spanish prisoners on more than 2000. M any. attempts were made
that was apprehended.
Admiral
Heyden,
instead of revoking the declaration of Admi- j Papers of June 17 contain President Guer 6th of May, for Montevideo, where he arri board, who had mutinied on the passage from I to kill him during this period, biit he evaded
ral Ricord, has truly confirmed it ; on the I rero’s speech preparatory to the adjournment ved on the 8th. The French Admiral Vera Cruz to Havana. The Belle sailed them until the above named day when he was
on that station bad also taken possession of from Vera Cruz about the 1st of May, with successfully pursued and shot. A reward of
other hand, the Greeks, who have passed ) of the Mexican Congress.
the Isthmus of Corinth, which was assigned’
the Buenos Ayrean squadron, consisting of 153 Spanish passengers for Havana. When g200 had been offered by the towns of Sand- ’
28 days ojut.the passengers rose on the cap- wich and Falmouth for his destruction.—It
as their boundaries, and.now masters of Mis- j
brigs and several gun boatsFrom Valparaiso.—By the ship Peru four
At Montevideo all was apparently tranquil 1 tain
---- --------------and crew ; took possession of tne vessel, was a male animal and measured as follows :
solonghi and Lepanto, make every where ) vian, at Baltimore, news from Valparaiso to
the--------------------master’s life. 'Théy
They took
took from the end of the nose to the insertion of
declarations of blockade.
. April 5 is received. Verbal intelligence When the Boston sailed. The house of Dana ) and threatened.1 »i,.
Sc
Carman,
of
Buenos
Ayres
had
failed,
and
the
vessel
to the coast, in the province of the tail, 4 feet 6 inches ; from the extremity;“ Thus we shall soon see all the coastthe
of states that the wheat crop of Chili was ex
Yucatan, went ashore at Pueblo and several of the nose to end of tail, 6 feet ; girth round
the Ottoman empire prohibited to t.._ pected to be rather short. T he last sales of caused much distress.
other ports. About the 21st June, the cap the chest 2 fe<;C 7 inches; opening of the
French and English merchants. Russia, flour of barque Peru’s cargo was made at 10
'The account in our last of the murder in tain and crew determined to escape that I jaws in froHt, 6 1-2 inches weight 68 lbs.—•
which had promised to waive its rights as a
dollars.
,
A
,
belligerent power in the Mediterranean, and i Letters from Lima, (says the American,) Ashfield, was erroneous in one or two re night in the jolly boat ; but fortunately most colour nearly that of a grey fox.—His skin
which subsequently seemed disposed to con- ' mention that the late Prohibitory Decree of spects. It was stated that the grandfather of the mutineers went on shore, and those on Jias been stuffed and is now exhibiting in
fine itself to the blockade of the Dardanelles, the Peruvian government had been carried of Elmer was between 70 and 80 years ot age, board were diverting themselves below deU£ Bostón.
and that he would not probably recover. VV e with
vvlLll Vll
drinking and gambling. Capt. Me-now extends to all the coast of the Ottoman
effect.
.
' , .
now learn that the old gentleman’s age is 95. Kown seized the opportunity ^and secured
Empire, a net which its allies cannot break ' into
The U. S. ships Brandywine and Dolphin, He still survives, and the probability is that the hatches, and such of the refractory per
Governor Houston.letter received at
through.”
.
at Valparaiso 5th April, all well
be on uecu.,
deck, took re- Knoxville, from Governor Houston, gives in
le is blind and nas
oeen sons as happened to oe
“ Such is the result of the expedition to were
has been
General Santa Cruz had arrived m Bolivia, lie will recover. He
formation
that he was. May 29th, on his way
constitution
must be possession of the ship, 5c brought them to N. j
the Morea, the effect of which has been to had been elected President, and had in some so for some time. His
J
.
jus, to sustain, at his age, Orleans, where he is proceeding to have to the uppei’ village ot the Ossages, and would
uDcpinnionly
vigorous,
___ „„aozioj
ralmine' the nolitical
shortly return to the residence of Jolly, the
them dealt with according to law.
so serious an injury.— Greenfield Gazette.
present king of the Cherokees, who, in 1817,
adopted him as his son, and with whom
During the late cold weather, farmers were
Therearetwo daily papers published in the Governor has been invited, and intends
have taken possession of those coasts which
seen hoeing corn in Watertown, N, Y, with i Providence, R. L
to reside»
-are now going to be closed against our com- , There are about 4000 voters in FloHda.
great coats and mittens on 1
merce.
!
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,771# “ROGUEK MRCHF
T1
I gain these, the spirit of thè constitution is vio
cheered oh in our duty, by the consoling re
We have received for publication the fol
lated
—
an
unprecedented
system
of
proscrip

1 •*’ T infitte t
flection,
that
weliave
with
us
a
large
portion
S
itentì°
E
!
«WM«'
v
state nominations
I.Ä so mut >
tion is carried into .effect—new offices are lowing documents in relation to the Certifiof the greatest and best men, of which our
I «boni "*
cgtes
originally
published
in
the
Argus
and
country can boast, of the purity of whose pat
created—Presses, are established to deceive
[papers of lateii tn
NATIONAL REPUBLICAN TICKET. riotism no one can doubt;a Marshal-, a Mad SJkTXJWAir, AUGUST 8,18^. the people—bribes are offered.—In fact, cor since republished with accompanying re
at lea i pr
ison, a Monroe, a Story, and a host of others
H<fvr
EOR GOVERNOR, .
rosive, alarming corruption exists in our marks, in several of the Jackson papers.
Lpostor.
equally distinguished are proud to be ranked
jnjipww-9
‘ Comment is unnecessary.’
The folowing letter received from one of government.
Land excited
with those, who heartily disapprove the
Hon.
G.
illy.
n'
anif
measures of President Jackson’s administra our patrois exposes one of the many mean
ste'
THi: ROGUES' MARCH.
The time has arrived when upon the
tion. Fellow citizens, having the approbation and dirtytricks which are resorted toby the firmness of the people depends the des
SENATORS FOR YORK COUNTY,
As to the impression that the “Rogues t ii Wednesday am
and' example of such men, let us on the sec
March” was played at Alfred on the 4th of
Hon. JOHN BOD WELL, of Shapleigh..
a República ; of
ond Monday of September next, go up to the Jackson party to deceive the people and in tiny of our republic. Wfeon’s adminis July by my order, it is a duty I owe to myself
iioa:
Hon. ABIJAH USHER, Jun of Hollis,
jure
those
who
have
the
independence
to
tration
will
in
future
years
'
be
’
dated
as
Polls
and
cast
our
votes
for
J
onathan
G.
to
declare
and
1
do
solemnly
declare,
that
it
NATHAN D APPLE I ON., Esq'.’ö/Alfred?
’
■iSHwas
.avow ophidns which are in opposition to the the era of corruption, and either as the is erroneous, (iarey and VVitham have adHunton;, for Governor.
A FARMER.
COUNTY TREASURER.
standard Set up by the “ ruffle shirt gen commencement of the ‘ decline and fall’ of mined, that the statement made in the Avtat
purporting to have bee»i signed by them
Po
For the Kennebunk Gazette.
try.”
Elder HENRY SMITH.
our free institutions, or as the period when gus
'is essentially wrong and different .^wm that
BERWICK, AUGUST 1, 1829.
the people, warned by the solemn facts re they did intend \o sign. Messrs. Chad. The insinuation in the Argus that the let
i»«a?corS“s;L.
Mr Ri-mich.—I write to inform you that
ter of the members of the Legislature from there are ‘ Rats” in this vicinity, who are corded in the history of other'empires, rose bourne and Tripp are very respectable men,
Scried 00. e fL DP<
- *
'York county, to Mr. Holmes was procured endeavor'ng to injure the influence of youi up and prostrated unhallowed ambition, pu and although they sav, they thought at the
jffiance of the i«ig<
L whom he
by a gentleman who stands now in a near paper.—'Mie candid course which you have rified our country from the foul breath of time I was'the person who first mentioned
For the Ke 'n : u'uN'k Gazette.
relation to him, though any allusion to such always pvrsued, and the fact that you never corruption and established our liberties the Rogues’ March they expressly say they
■ ioaxingthem
did not know. lamaware it is somewhat
L students ofj Iov>
relationships in a public Journal, would prob attempted by misrepresentation and false-?
difficult
to
prove
a
negative,
but
in
confirma

R
r.U nWíp C
upon
a
firm
and
imperishable
foundation.
I am an uneducated .• co, having pursued ably produce general disgust in a civilized hood todiceive the people, has given the
of mv account, I give below the declara
- -) tlwl 4
I
“
o
ne
y
from
all my days, the humble, but respectable, oc community, shall yet receive one word of Kennebunk Gazette, 1 think deservedly, a —If the people of Maine prefer the lat tion
tion of gentlemen who were standing near
&e,as#ir
cupation of cultivating the soil, leaving the notice. After Mr. Holmes had failed in the high character with the people here. 1 ne ter, they will in September learn the of
Rations sho r.
care and toils of Government to men, morp election to the United States Senate all the Jackson folks know this, and one of the re fice holders, the aristocracy, of the State, me at the time.—Also that of the Messrs.
Allens as to what they learned from Garey.
e ease with
learned,hnd moving in higher circles, than Senators and a majority of the representa cent converts, to that cause has declai ed,
my humble occupation entitled me to, inno tives present from the County, held a meet that the. paper “ shall be put down, that he from whom they derive their power, and In relation to any concert between me and
my
father
on
the
subject
as
stated
bv
Garey,
cently supposing that eminent learning and ing and appointed a committee to prepare a “ shall use his influence, and will stop who are the stay and support of the land.
conunencd r
I declare it to be utteily false. I further
virtue were necessarily combined; but I letter to Mr. Holmes, of which Mr. Mark many which are now Taken” in his vicinity.
i yesterda ■ ¿an
state, that Garey and Witham have both
DISCLOSURE--NO. 2.
have learned of late by melancholy expert-, Dennett was chairman.—He wrote the letter But to my story. 1 yesterday received a
hree boors in 4sue
ÌZ’Boop after the appointment of McCrate declared to me, that they did not know who
e-ce. that Ministers Plenipotentiary, Judges, and reported it to the members and. it was Maine Democrat, printed at Saco, a Jackson
flie|astslwwej,iw
Congressmen and members of the Bar are adopted and signed. The original is now in paper with tRn-se words written on the mar as Collector of this port, finding so unexpec the person was who ordered the Rogues’
fligbtmng ar*t lo;
Dor ’ he only safe depositories of the power to the hands of one of the signers and is in the gin. “ I take the liberty to send you a ted an eyent produced a general and simulta March to be played, and they were satisfied
Lets were acWal
ii*
govern us. I have learned that, such men hand writing of Mark Dennrnr. It was in number ofthe Democrat and shall continue neous expression of indignation—being con that I was not the person, and have author
Lse15 "-.v
cellars IE.,
.¡re
can practice chicanery, hypocrisy, and tended as a public letter, expressing their it gratuitously for three months, presuming scious probably of his utter disqualifications ized me so to state publicly.
(ifl do well f| r t
confidence
in
Dvir.
hi.
WILLIAM
B.
HOLMES.
electioneering tricks, as well as those, that
you are about tired of reading the oldfederal and demerits for such an office, and fearing
hat they are th i.iroi
Alfred, 6th August, 1829.
are not clad in Judicial robes and have not
Kennebunk Gazette.” .I understand several also that a representation to Geo. Jackson of
,sier in cellarMat
been elevated high in office by the unbounded
For the Kennebunk Gazette.
others are circulated in the same manner. I his true character, and the means resorted
^productive jf i’
and abused confidence of the people ; I have
This may certify, that we the subscribers
don’t know whether this person will send any to, to procure his appointment, might cause
ijle labor and ilin
learned that such men have been crying ho
Suppose Mr. Preble at $9000. outfit and more or not. If I knew the author of the his removal, he solicited a gentleman high belonging to the Band of Music that played
rain was rt ¡jeb
sannas to the military chieftain, with no $9000 salary and agent besides, should stay contemptible trick I would give you bis in the estimation of the public, and one who at the celebration on the 4th of July at Al
eplable.
higher, nor purer motives than an authorised until after the September election to put name. I have shewn the paper to several of had taken no interest in the Presidential fred, having seen a statement made by our
In Milk, Wa
assurance of being rewarded with office in things “ right again,” how much would it my neighbors and they are indignant about it. content, to “go immediately to Mr. Carlton brother musicians in the “ Argus” of (he 3ls^
: Market street
the event of his election, and how well their cost ? At least jive ninths of all the land in —Be assured “ old Berwick” will do well in and offer him (by his McCrate’s authority) ultimo pronounce that statement erronuoiis
jibe
city when
expectations hat e been realized is too evident controversy on the N. E. Boundary. But September.—Hunton, Bodwell, 8cc. will get between two and three-hundred dollars . and altogether incorrect—and those who
to every person. Indeed we have fallen in suppose he should “ put things right again,” large majorities.—-Continue to “ cry aloud yearly income and in addition the Post Office signed such statement after seeing it in the ' ■ palates from n
jence and mi), fl
evil times ; the Press, the-palladium of our how then,? The old Council with their frauds and spare not” and the “ farmers” hereabouts in this place, and to urge Mr. Carlton’s an “ Argus” say to us that a great part of it is
ccasioned by :he
liberties is corrupted; the free expression upon the people.—The Sberiffis with their will hold on and support you.
swer forthwith as John (McCrate’s son) incorrect anil what they did not know, whey
■ be culverts in irfiai
of public opinion is muzzled ; a profuse ex ¿«eezzrew, the land agent and his speculators.
would
wait
at
Washington
for
Mr.
Carleton
’
s
they
signed
the
statement.
. Respectfully yours, See.
I dearth aed n libi
penditure of the public money is made: Co The defaulters—the political Judges and po
acceptance ofthe Post Office, in order to
We now undertake te state the facts which
Some individuals
reward favorites ; political opponents, -are litical Juglers.
have his appointment forwarded without de are as follows : When the procession from
jaulion^ngh’tiii t
punished ; incumbents of offices from a-petty
N. B. You may send papers to the follow lay.” Mr. Carlton’s answer was ;“ If such the court house was marching up to Mr.
How charming is .the charm of “ republi
pod effect.
village post master, to minister to the Court can party !” With this you may. with impu ing persons who think it best to keep up your men as McCrate and others àre licensed Herrick’s, the mu^ctans were willing to give
of St; James, “ with one fell sweep” are nity grind and rob the people.. High salaries tf uhj republican paper a while longer, viz :— pedlars of offices they had better have a la them some pursick, upon which some one in
thrust from their places, to give way to par and heavy taxes—no matter—it is republi [Here follow the names of four “ farmers” bel on their backs that the public may know the crowd near by said “play the Rogue’s
[to
tisan editors of newspapers, who have lauded can.—PvCx.e. when judge was always teasing —good men and true.]
them ; and sooner than receive an office M-aTch.” This was instantly objected to by
a friend
the hero of “ two wars”- to the skies, and the Legislature to. raise his salary. Shepley
We were before apprized that a certain gen from such men and on such conditions, I John Holmes, Esq.—by saying' “ no—no
More Anon” Nil
his other active friends. I consider it the would not listen to the proposition to go on
mssible to insei fli
would wheel a 'wheel-barrow in the streets play yankee doodle for them” which we
duty of every one, however humble his situ to the bench until thesalary was raised to tleman had declared his determination to put for a living.”
rill receive attentif
accordingly did play until the procession had
ation in lifo/to contribute his mite to the sal $2000. Mr. Seaver cannot live at less than us down—but we never felt any great fears
This answer was returned to Mr. Me* nearly passed by, when, some one from the
vation of his country, It is the sacred duty $1500 a year.—O this word republican ! it on this point. We have outlived hundreds
window, whose countenance we did not rec
of e-ery individual,to raise his voice in pub is the key to unlock our pockets. We must of such threats before. We are glad to hear Crate or thè purport of it, and finding Mr. ognize
requested us onCe or twice to play
Carleton too honest to compromise with his
lic and in private, and on every occasion a- “ shell out the shiners,” aye, and withhold
the “Rogues March” and. we wishing to
pÂWEDf'T
gainst the unrighteous acts of President Jack- bread from our children to pay taxes for the that Berwick is alive, although we never be conscience, Mr. Amos C. Tappan, the pub, please
said gentleman, did accordingly strike z faapp,to Miss
son’s administration, an administration, if support of such nabobs—no matter we are lieved that the patriotic and intelligent in lisher of the -venal press which constitutes- said march,
and
played
a
short
time.
When
feat city.
taken as a precedentin future times, fraught paid, amply paid for all this by being called habitants of that respectable town would do the subject of Disclosure No. 1, and Mc Mr. Holmes, said to us “ play them yankee
F InHafrodsbuig, J
with dangerous consequences to our court- republicans. Shut a man up in a dungeon otherwise, than support correct princi Crate’s Inspector, Weigher, Guager, &c. doodle
again
”
which
we
accordingly
did
un

was despatched very early in the morning,
tison Gurrens, açed
try, striking a death bloyv.at the very root of handcuff him and if he dances in his chains
til the procession had passed by.—The per
aged H rears, 1 . n
civil liberty. We hear of nothing at the pres —if he believes himself at liberty—“ as he ples. W^ have the pleasure of being person to an influential and leading friend of Gen. son
who
first
named
the
Rogues
’
March
we
Jackson,
and
also
a
friend
to
Mr.
Carleton,
ent day but Jacksonisrtv and “ reform,” re thinketh so is he.”
ally acquainted, with many of the honest yeo
residing in a neighbouring town, in order to did not know but thought ar/-Ae time, it was •
movals and appointments, Judges, and min
77ze Young Argus is to be issued from manry of Berwick, and we feel confident that bring him to Wiscasset. Mr. Tappan arri Win. B. Holmes, Esq.
isters Plenipotentiary, bargain and corrup Saco immediately pensioned by the Jackson
G EG R G E C H A DBG URN, • ' TffiD-In We
tion, intrigue, hypocrisy, and defalcations. officers to inculcate upon the people that they are too firm and decided ever to be ved at his house about sunrise under the in
ROBERT TRIPP, 2d.
Some tell us we must vote for a judge for high Salaries and defrauding the treasury and turned about by demagogues and office hun fluence of great anxiety and told this gentle
Isaac Bridges, o L
Sanford, August 3, 1829.
man “ he must goto "Wiscasset with him
Governor; that no person is competent to sit heavy taxes, and nothing else are truly re ters.
; In Limerick,vWl
;
and reconcile Mr. Carleton, or the devil
in the Gubernatorial chair except he be a publican—and those who oppose these or
aged 70.
Our Berwick correspondent is assur would be to pay —that be was authorized to
This may certify that we the subscribers
judge or minister plenipotentiary or Congress, either of them are federalists and tories.
[in New. Lime ici
i
ed that accounts of a like cheering chart Say that Mr. Carleton could have from 2 to on Friday the 31st ult. on reading the state
man ; that no other occupation in life can
Mr. Lemuel D.lev
Buxton.
3
hundred
dollars
a
year
out
of
the
office
and
ments
of
James
Garey
&
Moses
Witham,
in"
acter wópi that given by him* are daily re
produce a man, fit to govern us.; that it
Limerick, in th i > c
the Post Office of Wiscasset in the bargain ; the Eastern Argus, relative to the “ Rogues
would be degrading to the people of Maine
ceived fr&m all parts, of the county—the peo and
InEliSt, Mrs i El
For the Kennebunk Gazette.
that
he
(Mr.
1'appan)
would
tend
the
March,
”
being
played
at
Alfred
on
the
4th
;
to volt for anvone but some
the afore^.
¿Mr. Jonathan iHi
exd«”iie“ref They wish- for more preferments in the land ! ple are disgusted with the acts of Gen. Jack- Post-Office for nothing, so that Mr. Carleton questioned the said Garey, as to the truth of
In Saco, 30th hit.
1
son, and doubly so with the trickery of his would have no labor to do, and might realize the statement to which his name was sub
^dS2..
publicans of Maine ; that Jacksonlsm and If places fell, the part) could not stand.
about five hundred dollars a year.” Mr. scribed. His answers in substance were as
Of
this
curs
’
d
grievance
each
Heroite
com

partisans
in
this
state.
Jn Buxton, 141
Republicanism are synonymous ; that how
Tappan then read a letter to this gentleman follows—“ At the celebration of the 4th of
plains :
pf Saco, aged 3(3
We thank our friend for thè information giv from one of the agents for Maine at Wash July at Alfred, I with other musicians, was
ever warm a federalist a man may have been
I'hey
grunt,
like
hogs,
till
they
have
got
heretofore, turning over to Jackson and his
en us ; and refer him, as well as our readers ington enquiring of Mr. Tappan thus : employed to play at said celebration. After
their grains.
partisans, and crying hurra for the Hero, and
[c((
generally, to the article on our first page over “ Whom do you want for P. M. at Wiscas the time had elapsed for which we were em
Meantime
you
see
what
trade
their
plots
his proscriptive policy, effects a complete
supply,
■ InKennebunl
the signature of “ a republican” which con set ? Write me and the appointment shall ployed to play, we were willing to play for
political regeneration and converts a hot
come.” The gentleman after much persua the amusement of those around. At the time
Ghaut, wife ol
crop Hartford convention federalist into a How thick their Arguses and Young Demo tains true and able remarks upon the division sion came to Wiscasset, where the offer of when the Jackson procession was passing by
crats fly.
. laughter of the
downright, old school, Jeffersonian republi
of
parties
at
the
present
time.
from
2
to
3
hundred
dollars,a
year
from
the
Adams
’
Hotel,
we
were
in
the
front
yard
;
The integri
Dryden altered.
can. But it requires only a moderate capa
new Collector and the Post Office in Wiscas when some gentleman sitting at the window
timer’s chara -te
The Maine Democrat, or “ Office Hold
city forjudging of right and wrong, of truth
set, to be attended gratis by Mr. Tappan whose name I do not know, and whose coun^ingto the highest
and falsehood, and a small share of sagacity ers Last Hope,” as it has been significantly
was renewed and urged on Mr. Carleton, tenance 1 did not recognize, said, “ play the
Much the “chi ilrf
to see through the motives of these men, and called, is a newspaper printed at Saco, and is
who refused as before to accept on such Rogues March”—Mr Chadbourn struck it,
edge, none, it is s
judge of their intentions in their loud zeal for somewhat less than two weeks old. Some
conditions. Since this, the Post office in but too high for my fife, and I did not play it
ltd with her, wjy
Jacksonian».—I care hot-how much they tell of the. Office Holders of Saco have taken it
this place has been repeatedly offered to nor any part of it. Mr. Holmesi when the . things which “ i
me, that high sounding titles, without merit, in high dudgeon, that a writer in the Maine
Mr. Carleton even within tfie last month by procession came in sight, requested “ Yan
, lhe was much !
are the only passports to the favor of the Palladium should have had the audacity tc
other gentlemen high in the confidence efi kee Doodle” to be played, and when the
. mere she moi
people; that virtue, justice, magnanimity remark upon its parentage. The assertions
General Jackson in this State; even Judge “ March” was commenced he ordered it
and beloved wo
and splendid talents are to be found only in a that the Democrat was established in Sacc
Preble about a month since told a friend of stopped, and said “ give them Yankee DooC the tenor
judge or Congressman.—Farmers, will you by the office holders of this county, and that
Mr. Carleton that “ he could have the Post- dte again.” As to the statement in the
apithe demai
consent to be thus degraded, will you Kean the writer of the article which gave so much
Office at any time, and he hoped he would
Eastern Argus” signed by me, relative to
and feel, that sh<
yoivtelves reviled and abused, called fools offence heard that Ether Shepley Esq. said,
not desert them until after election, for it the affair, I deny ever signing my name to
self justly ex]
and blockheads, rogues and rascals by a few R would be the most ably conducted paper in
would injure them very much—and some such falsehoods.—Mr. Holmes nor his son
weight of the pi ||a
purse proud office holders and office seekers. J the State;
i - -are pronounced “ base and unthing
should
certainly
be
done
for
him,
when
W.
B.
Holmes
liever
directed,
to
my
knowl

is armed. A dt
Look at those men in the County of York, Vprmçipled falsehoods.” Now this Boy-edi
Congress met.”
edge
the
“
M
arch
”
to
be
played.
The
she humbly ho i
-who would dictate to you what political tor of that paper (if Master Young is the edi
circumstances
connected
with
my
signing
McCrate always professed to Mr. Carle
While she"“ he >
course to pursue and you will find that most tor) ought, it seems to me, as he had been
ton and his friends that he, McCrate, was said statement, are as follows—I Was em
taketh away th
of those, who claim to .be leaders of the hardly two weeks in Saco, to have hesitated
ployed
to
work
by
Timothy
Shaw
that
dav;
.not
a
candidate
for
the
office
;
indeed
he
S
omerset
.
—
-A
convention
of
National
■ fcherisli the ci
Jackson party, hold offices “either under the a little, before lie insulted a large proportion
obtained “redo
Ur7ted States or state Governments.—Are. of the citizens of the town he had just became Republicans was holden at Norridgewock on was never suspected knowing his utter dis in the course of the day, Shaw accompanied
by
Mr.
Herrick
and
Jere.
Goodwin,
came
,
qualifications.
He
told
a
leading
Jacksonthey patriots, think ye ? Lovers of their àn inhabitant of, by calling them base and Friday of last week. Hon. Ebenezer S.
i; the forgiveness
ite in this vicinity that “ Mr. Carleton ought into the field—Mr. Shaw read a paper to me - tiches of his gran
country ? Fighting for your good ? Disinter unprincipled liars, For probably, more*
ested souls.—Or is their all at stake on the than one half of the people-in the Village, & Phelps, was nominated for re-election to to have the office, and he should do all he and requested me to sign it. I refused, and
. before her deal ij
event of the ensuing September election ? among them some Jacksonites, said the same the Senate. Several spirited resolutions could for him !” And yet it would appear told him it was not true, but after some per
Jocofnihit her !
Do they not expect to lose the lucrative offi things, which were published in the Palladi were unanimously adopted, among them was from the following letter from Gen. Chand suasion by Herrick and Goodwin I consented
ro his mercy to i
ces, which they now hold, if they lose the um. It wasirideedthecommonreport, that the one approving the nomination of Mr. Hun ler (very soon after his return from Wash to sign on condition, that they would make •
commonly Calle
such
alterations
and
omzsszo«^
as
I
wished.
ington,
dafed
Monmouth,
20th
March,
1829)
election, conscious that they deserve to lose Democrat was established by the Office Hol
the great doct
ton
for
Governor.
The
Meeting
was
very
After
making,
or
pretending
to
make
them,
'
that
the
Central
Committee
of
this
State
or
them, and that the indignation of «free peo ders, (and doubtless believed by everybody) |
|rdially embrd
ple being roused by such barefaced attempts and that Shepley said, it would be the ablest large—twenty-four towns were represented, our County Committee had made all the ar I did sign. But as I understood the Paper,
|eep sources of
to impose on them, will hurl such vile syco paper in thé State. Besides, I am told, there eight more than were represented at the rangement relative to the Collector’s office. and as it was read to me, it is very different
'the feet ofJesu
We copy this extract fvorn the letter word from what has appeared in the Eastern Argus
phants from any participation in the ma is sufficient circumstantial evidence, to con
hr God,” and re
with my signature ; and had the statement
chinery of Government.—-A redeeming spirit vince any reasonable man (if one can be convention last year. “ Somerset is awake 1 ” for word and letter for letter.
nal life” upon th
alluded to, been read to me as it is now pub
is going through our state. The people are found who doubts it) that the Office holders
sacrifice. To h<
monmouth, 20th march, 1829.
lished
I
should
never
have
signed
it.
”
wide awake. They move on in the good did establish, that paper ; and I am told there
Rise, she w^s t pc
We understand that Mr. Gilman, the Ex- Dr. Sir,
1 he above, is in substance, without “ any
work, slow but sure, all the petty artifices of is one individual, or more, who heard Mr.
Upon the exert in
Jacksonmen in getting up State Conventions, Shepley make the re mark attributed to him. CoTlectbr of Castine, who went to Washing
I know not whether you or Mr. McCrate alterations or omissions,” the same as stateR
pre now maki xg,
FRANCIS A. ALLEN
County and town Caucuses, and school dis Why John F. Scamman came forward as a ton a fe w days since to represent his case to will git the office. I doubted not you would to us.
[the Messiah, st .A
HORACE O. ALLEN? - Vwigreatly rej< K<
trict meetings to drill the yeomanry of this party interested sooner than any other office Gen. Jackson, has returned without having git it until McCrates recommendations come
Sanford, August 6,1829.
state into servile submission to their ambi holder in the county unless, he felt,guilty,
on.
1'he
Son
of
McCrate
assured
me
that
¡tian light—esp
tious plans of self aggrandizement, have no cannot be imagined. As this subject will had an interview with the President.
if his father was apjjointed yould have an
¡perishing sin in n
effect on them. They consider such base probably be noticed in the next Palladium, I
appointment in the office the office of inspec
aer sweetene»
We the undersigned certify that we were
tricks only an insult to their understandings. will here drop it for the present.
Saco.
tor gager and Marker generally git more standing near the musicians employed in the
hte regard for
CORRUPTION !
Having been an attentive observer of the
domestic circle
We give below the second “ Disclosure” than what I understand your Collector gits. celebration at Alfred on the 4th of July,near
“ signs of the times” of late, I will hazard
band to say, oi
Littleness.-— When Mr, Hunton was first
So it appears Mr. Carleton was to be insul to William B. Holmes, Esq. when the
the assertion without fear of contradiction nominated for the office of Governor, his by the editor of the Wiscasset Citizen. We
confiding, affei
Rogues’ March was struck up—that we did
by £he event that Jonathan. G. Hunton, the I name being pronounced as though written qannot read with other than painful emotions ted with the offer of an office under Mc not hear Mr. Holmes order said march play
’>1 relation. J
republican Candidate for Governor, a man \ Huntoon, it was carelessly spelled so in the facts here disclosed. Offices appoint Crate, and the Post Office, while Mr. Amos ed, and think such orders could not have
[tender, ^prmid
C. Tappan was to have the other Inspector
from among the people, will receive more some of the newspapers. ' This has been
weir present at
been given by him without our knowledge.
than two thirds of the votes of this State at long since corrected in the newspapers op ed for the gopd of the people are made ship, &c., and do all the duties of Post-Mas
myerfor her
JESSE GILMAN,
the ensuing September Election and that posed to the aristocracy ; but the Jackson the price of services to aid in the elevation of ter for Mr. Carleton gratis ! ! What a kind
bfing down upt |
Calvin r. hubbard,
large majorities of both* branches of the nexE papers for some unknown reason, have contin Gen. Jackson’s partisans—the people’s mon soul this Mr. Tappan must be, and what a
which she sour
A1f ,
JOHN TAYLOR.
fine
opportunity
he
would
have
had,
to
circu

legislature will consist of National Republi ued al most invariably to make use of the incor ey is offered to bribe men to continue in their
Mrs. Palmed
Alfred, August 6, 1829.
late that precious Intelligencer of his ! But
cans. Yes, Fellow Citizens, we have only to rect orthography. They “ know the right,
Rs, self-coll
rise up in the majesty of our strength and go and yet the wrong pursue” as perseveringly ranks. Base and detestable as we conceived McCrate was kinder still ; fotf when he
paking
to the Polls. There is no feat- t[iat we shall as though the election of their candidate de the means made use of by that party, we had knew Mr. Carleton would not take the In
wong ties, ha
Samuel Moody, Esq. was elected Presi*
not do our duty, when we get there. A pended upon it. If they are so.ineffably not anticipated any thing like this. Such spectorship, he offered him the sinecure of
«eart had chm
from 2 to 3 hundred dollars a year with the dent of the Saco Mutual Fire Insurance
sense of the oppressive, unconstitutional and mean as to intend to decrease the votes of
Jentto anaffet
proscriptive policy of removals and appoint- . Mr. Hunton by leading some voters to mis scenes of profligacy we had hoped would Post-Office, so that Mr. Carleton was to real Company, on the 30th ult. in place of Robert
ra of her lx
ize about $500 and live at his ease. But Rodgers, Esq. resigned. The Directors for
ments from and to office, pursued by this spell his name, let them go on : Mr. Hunton never have been witnessed in this-country.
ied and devote t,
modern Tiberius, President Jackson, is too may have a sufficient majority to spare the
Every man should seriously reflect upon thanks to his Roman virtue, his incorrupti 1829, are Jonathan Tucker, Ether Shepley,
Kd by tht
fresh E the minds of the enlightened free votes of all those who look in the Jackson th ese things. The republicanism & patriot ble integrity, that would not brook a bribe Daniel Deshon, George Thach er, Jonathan
to the ha a
even in his misfortunes. We intended to King, Ezra Dean and John Fairfield. Samu-1
men of this state, to admit of their remain papers for correctness even in spelling. It
(jays before hi
ing passive“lookers on in Venice.” We are, would be easy and fair to retaliate by wri ism of the zealous partisans of Gen. Jackson have given extracts fiom several other let el Pierson, Secretary Sc Treasurer.
fire
were bi i
assured by a sad and melancholy considera ting Mr. Smith’s name Smyth, Smythe, are hyre fully exposed. Office, office is the ters but have already trespassed on the pa
«e.commendei
tion of the past, what will be the future poli S/niclt, Schmidt, &c., if the friends pt Mr. principle which impels them to action. Mon tience of our readers, and shall give those
1 he steam-boat Connecticut, which plies
fttionateleave Ofi
cy of the Jackson party, should they again Hunton were not above such contemptible ey, the hard earnings of the farmers and me extracts in Disclosure No. 3 in our next, between Portland and Boston, frequently.
W and chile
which
is
to
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the
misrepresentations
bv
become dominant in this state. We are tricks. , makes her passage in 12. hours, without for«
Am. Adv.
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'ed for publication,
*.
v,ui1 mefef he y&^g “ Turk” who excited so much
i
• •
mtioB in this town last week, and about
iblished in the ^issipm so much has been said in the newsI with rac------■
'
)cornP‘inying ipefs of late, turns out to be what we
ot the Jackson papers, light at least probable, a knowing yankee
n necessary.’
.■ostor. He visited Dover on Tuesday

t

A strong desire she expressed, that her
death might be sanctified to those, who stood
around her ; indeed her greatest anxiety
seemed to be, that her separation from her
family, might not be eternal—that she
might meet the.ni again in heaven. “ O,
how I long” she exclaimed, “ to be free
from sin—to be with my Saviour !” In this
happy state-of mind, and in the full posses
sion of her intellectual powers, she fell asleep.
“But I would not have you to be ignorant,
brethren, concerning them which are asleep,
that ye sorrow not, even as others which
have no hope. For if we believe, that Jesus
died and rose again, even so them also wh ich
sleep in Jesus will God being with him.” 1st
Thes. 4: 13, 14.

■At a Court of Probateholden at Kennebuik, At a Court of Probate holden at Kennebunk, At a Court of Probate held at Kenne
within and for the County ofYork, o.n'he
within and for the County of York', on
bunk, within and for the county of
first, Monday of August, in the year of air
the first Monday ofAugust, in the-year 'of
York, on the first Monday of August,
Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-nine,
our Lord eighteen hundred and twenty
in the year of Our Lord eighteen hun
by the Hon. WILLIAM A. HAYES,
ninety the Honourable W ILLI AM A.
dred and twenty'nlhe, by the Honoura
Judge, of said Court :
HAYES, Judge of said Court :
ble
WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge
N the petition of Joel Billings ¡nd
N the petition of Elisha Goodwin,
Eunice Applebee, Executors of
> GUES' MA Hey
of said Court,
.
and excited tbe same curiosity as was
administrator, with the will annexed,
the last will of Levi Applebee. late of Ber of the estate of Jedediah Lord, late of South- ALLY HEARD, named Executrix in a
I ally manifested at his appearance.-—
wick, in said county, deceased, represent Berwick, in said County, deceased, repre K29 .certain instrument purporting to be the
it is a dnfvi QU lhe
Wednesday came,” we quote from the N.
ing that the personal estate of said decease! is senting that the personal estate of said de last will and testament of Jethro Heard, jr,
is a duty I mvetoU
. .
JI
Republican
of
yesterday,
“
and
put
a
Io solemnly declare,!L
not sufficient to pay the just debts which he ceased isnot sufficient to pay the just debts late of Sanford, in said county, yeoman, de
owed at the time of his death by the sum of which he owed at the time of his death by ceased, having presented the same for pro
rey and W.thrnn h J' iod to the hoax.—A letter was received
n
a
gentleman
in
Portsmouth,
announcing
three hundred and three dollars, & five cents, the sum of two hundred and twenty-five dol bate :
.
tatement madeinj' ; the fellow was an impostor, a native of
and
praying for a license to sell and convej so lars and thirty-one cents, and praying for a li
> have been/igneMf of our own states, and requesting that he
ORDERED,—-That, the said Executrix
much of the real estate of said deceased, as cense to sell and convey so much of the real give qotice to all persons interested, by caus
f
...... evidence
__
ht be sent to Portsmouth,
where
may be necessary for the payment of said estate of said deceased as may he necessary ing a copy of this order to be published three
_ ______ __
........
.
’ aMsi\ Cft kl be_ obtained
to____
convict him, which
wasJ
debts and incidental charges :
for the payment of said debts and incidental weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
>aie veiy respectabh/e accordingly.
- -It appears that
■
•he -has•
SHIP ÍWS.
ORDERED,—That the petitioners give charges:
zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may
y say, they thought^ •ied on the imposture for several years, in
notice thereof to the heirs of, said deceased,
who fihst inj
ORDERED——That the petitioner give appear at a Probate Court to be held at Alance of the sagacity of the learned men
and to all ^persons interested, in said estate, notice thereof to the heirs ot said deceased, fred, in said county' on the first Monday of
ch they expressly. say J i whom he sought to come in contact—
KENNEBUNK, AUGUST 8
by causing a copy of this order to be pub and to all persons interested in said estate, September next, at..ten of the clock in the
am aware it is
J siing them most intolerably. The officers
lished in the Kennebunk Gazette, printedin by causing a copy of this order to be.publish forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have,
ARRIVED.
a »egau^ butOd students
t
of Bowdoin College have come
August 5-^-Brig Richmond-Packet, Per Kennebunk, in said county, three, weeks suc ed in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in why the said instrument should not be prov
2.1 give below the
n>r- a full aiW
sharet of the. take-in : as he got ,in
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that they may appear ata Probate Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks suc ed, approved, and allowed as the last wilt
kins, 14 days from Ponce, P. R. with Sugar
i vv no were standing fc 1Cy from them 40 or i " and famee in
i
Court to be holden at Alfred, in said coun cessively, that they may appear at a Probate and testament of rhe said deceased.
and
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-Also ha. of Ulc
y
■
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.....
ndance, as their certificates and recomAug. 7—Brig Watchman, Nason; from ty, on the first Monday in September nett, Court to be holden at Alfred, in said coun Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Reg'r.
t they learned from & idations show. He, it is said, exults, in
at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew ty, on the first Monday in September next,
7 cowcerT between ® ease with which he has “ gulled the fiats.” Antwerp.
'A true copy—attest^
causey if any they have, why the prayer of at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew
subject as stated bv d
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Wm. Cttter Allen, Register.
said petition should not be granted.
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the
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said petition should not be granted.
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sell.
Eleanor,
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violent showers.
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Wm. Cutter Allen, Reg^r .
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Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
first Monday of August, u\ the year of our
!e »ion
loud thunde.-.. Some of our ult. sens. Norman, Loring- Boston; Packet,
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ie person, and have aufoC els were actually inmxlated. Individuals Hartley, do. ; Maine, Smith', do.
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Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-nine,
.te publicly,
At
a
Court
of
Probate
held
at
Kenne

by the Hon. WILLIAM A. HAYES,
are partly filled with Water,
'Hie ship Mordecai, Redman, of Saco,from
At
a
Court
of
Probate
held
at
Kennebunk,
ILL1AM b. hol<i ,isedo cellars
Judge of said Court;
bunk, zoithin and for the county of
well for the sake of health, to see James River, (Hampton Roads, May 3,) ar.
igust, 1829.
M^N
the petition of Mart Coes, widow
within and for the county of York, on
t they are thoroughly cleansed. Stagnant at Deal, 5th June.
York, on the first Monday of August,
of Beujamin Coes, late of Kennebunk
1 ?r in
ill cellars
OV 11C41O at this
warm season might
---- .-J,-,
the
first
Monday
of
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in
the
year
At Ponce, 13ta ult. brigs Richmond-Pack
in the year of our Lord eighteen hun
port, deceased, .praying, for an allowance out
ity, that we the subsift productive of infinite, mischief, which a et, Perkins, ot and tor this port, 10 ;. Rover,
of our Lord eighteen hundred and twen of the personal, estate of said deceased :
dred and twenty-nine, by the Honoura
Band of Music that J'
’
-------; ....................
labor and lime would
wholly
prevent, Gould, Boston, 10.; Cadmus, White, of this
ORDERED,—-That the petitioner give
ty-ninety the Honourable WILLIAM
n on t'»e 4th of July® rain was much needed and was very ac- port, for do. unc.; sch Boston Packet, Per
ble WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge,
notice thereof to all persons interested in.
n a statement made Im able.
A. HAYES, Judge of said Conrt.
of said Court.
kins, of Biddeford, tor do. 10.
said estate, by cadsing a copy of this order to
»s in the “Argus” of O Milk, Water, Kilby, Congress, N. and
Cid. at Boston, 27th uit. brig Com. Preble,
SABELLA STEVENS, administratrix, gT|ETSEY PARKER, named Executrix be published in the Kennebunk Gazette,
- statement
..... -...V.,. tlw
e that
e.J|-arket streets, and in several other parts Merrill, of this port, lor Marseilles. Ar. 1st
in a certain instrument purporting to printed in Kennebunk, in said county, three
of the estate of Henry Stevens, late of
incorrect—and thosefpe city where any quantity of water ac- inst. brig Floyd, Davis, New-Ocleans, 7th
Sanford, in sani county, deceased, havingoe the last will and testament ot Jacob Par weeks successively, that.they may appear at
ulates from other quarters great inconve- ult.
ement after seeing
presented her first account of administration ker, late of Berwick, in said county, yeoman, a Probate Court to be holden at Alfred, in
us that a great part ofi| ce and much damage must have been
At Havana, 16th ult. brigs Ivory-Lord, of the estate of said deceased for allowance: deceased, having presented the same for said county, on the first Monday in Septem
.
tat they did not know i sioned by the overflowing of cellars, Lewis, of this port, waiting freight ; York;
ORDERED,—That the,said administra probate :
ber next, at. ten of the clock in the forenoon,
culverts in many places were choked by Lord, of do. disc’g.
statement.
ORDERED,—That the said Executrix and shew, cause, if any they have, why the
trix gi> e notice to all persons interested, by
ih washed
into them. _
rtake to state the facts w -arth aed rnbbisL
.
The brig Cadmus, White, of this port, causing a copy of this order to be published give notice to all persons interested, by caus prayer of said petition should not be granted.
When the procession me individuals procured the use of Hy- from Bordeaux, touched at St. i homas, 10th three weeks successively in the Kennebunk ing a copy of this order to be published three
plioiv-xnerines
to free*their cellars,
; was miffing up •tiP
“
...... with ult. and sailed immediately for Ponce, P. R. Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said coun weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Reffi
A true copy—attest,
2L6-. Pat. of Mst ult.
ui^cians were willingteg(jl effect. "
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,
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Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
ick,
upon
which
someote
Nason, of this port, for St. Ubes, unc.
to be held at Alfred, in said county, on the appear at Probate Court to be held at Al
At Cowes, 18th June, brig Huron, Fair first Monday in September next, at ten of the fred, in said county, on the first Monday of
August 8.
by said play the Rw
[to correspondents.]
¡September
next,
at
ten
of
the
clock
in
the
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
was instantly objected folk friend to the Republican cause” and field, of this pi. t, from Charleston. •
Sailed from Richmond, 26th ult. sch. Nor tiiey have, why the same should not be al forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have At a Court of Probateheldat Kennebunk',
Ssq.—-by saying’“iio-|]|)Ljre Anon” will perceive that it was imwhy the said instrument should not be prov
lowed.
oodle tor them” whichnble to insert their favors to-day. They way, of Saco, for Boston.
within and for the County of York, on
ed, approved, and allowed as the last will
Attest, Wm, Cutter Allen, Refr.
play until the procession I® receive attention next week.
SPOKEN.
the first MonJay in April, in the year
and
testament
of
the
said
deceased.
f, when, some one.
July 14, lat. 27, Ion. 79|, brig Missionary,
A true copy—attest,
attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Reg'r.
of oiir Lord eighteen hundred and
countenance we did not ffl
Lordj
of
this
port,
from
Mobile,
for
Havre.
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Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
A true copy—attest,
.1 us once or twice tn p|8j
____
_____
twinty-nine, by the Hon. WILLI A Ml
August 8.
jlarch” and we wishingKfARRiED—In Hartford, Mr. Aaron
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
leman. did accordinglyto Mis>s pvisciila Hurlburt, both of
August 8,
JS ESSE KIMBALL, guardian of Daniel
At
a
Court
of
Probate
held
at
Kenne-'
p’ayed a short time.
slP
Kimball', a.persbn rion compos men
bunk, within and for the county of At a Court of Probate held at Kenne tis; having presented his first account of
dtcviii ’play them yanU Harrodsburg, Ky. 2d ult. Master Har- At a Court of Probate, holden at Kennebunk,
-hich we accordingly ®^ Currens, aged 16, to Miss Eliza Plough,
York, on the first Monday in August,
within ana for the county of York., on the
bunk, within and for the county of guardianship of his said ward :
n nad passed by.—llwpj n years, 11 months and 11 days.
ORDERED,—That the said guardian
in the year of our Lord eighteen hun
first Monday of August, in the year of our
York, on the first Monday in August, give notice to all persons interested, by
.med the Rogues’March
. T .■T._-ri.______
dred and twenty-nine, by the Honoura
Lord eighteen hundred a)id twenty-nine^
it thought ati-he
in the year of our Lord eighteen hun causing a copy of this order to be published
OBI TV ART.
ble WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge
by the Hon. WILLIAM A. HAYES,
dred and twenty-nine, by the Honoura three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
'-¡HPWT rKW-InWat^orough, 12tlY uit. Mr.
Gazette, printed , at Kennebunk, in said
Judge of said Court:
of said Court.
ble WYLLIAM A. HAYES, Judge county, that they may appear, at a Probate
JBERT TRIPP,»' c Bridges, of Limerick.
£|N the petition of Jonathan Clark, EsCHABOD
BUTLER,
guardian
of
Maast 3, 1829.
''
of said Court.
Court to be held at Alfred, in said county, ou
quire, creditor of the estate of Mew
tnamel of.Sanford, in said county,
Limerick, widow Elizabeth Emerson,
ames Thompson, administratorot the first Monday in September next, at ten
man Perkins, late of Wells, in said county, a minor, having presented his account of
1 70.
tify that we the subscribe New Limerick, Nancy Drew, wife of deceased, praying that administration of said Guardianship oi said minor, for allowance :
the estate of Robert Thompson, late oi of the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause,
Newfield, in said county, yeoman, deceased,
if any they have, why the same should not Ee
.st ult, on reading the Lemuel Drew, aged 61, formerly of deceased’s estate may be granted to hi in, or
ORDERED,— That the said Guardian
Garey & Moses Witham.1 erick, in this county.
to some other suitable person i
give notice to all persons interested, pv cml; having presented his private account against allowed.
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of
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for
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:
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Reg'r.
;us, relative to the Kojj
Mrs. Elizabeth Hammond, wife
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ORDERED,-—That the said administra
,iayed at Am-cd
jOn’athan Hammond, aged 80.
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ie celebration ot the« tco, aged
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30.
I with other musicians,r
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Probate Court to be holden at Alfred, m said the clock pi the forenoon, and shew cause, it ty, that they may appear at a Probate Court
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county, on the first Monday in September any they have, why the same should not be to be held at Alfred, in said county, on the
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any they have, why the same should not be can afford to sell for one half the Portland or
of those around, Atthetii^NT, wife of Barnabas Palmer, Esq. and er of said petition sliuUld not be granted.
Boston prices, as th,ey were purchased of the
A true copy—attest,
allowed.
in procession was passing jhter of the late Capt, John Grant.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Reg'r.
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Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
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ve were in the frontyaii'he integrity and amiablenfess of Mrs.
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t recognize, said, " playfch thelf children of this world” acknowlAugust 8.
the West India Market, and as our W. L
At a Court of Probate held al Kennebunk,
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be the last will and testament of John Erast, cost.
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ORDERED,—-That the said executor rv prime lot of FLOUR & CORN for sale
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A true copy—attest,
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bunk, within and for the county of
our Lord eighteen hundred and twentyFRANCIS A. -f^M-greany rejoiced in the diffusion of chrisnine, by the Honourable WILLIAM A. At a Court tf Probate holden at Kennebunk,
York, on the first Monday in August,
HORACL O. ABifq light—especially in the conversion of
HAYES, Judge of said Court :
in the year of our Lord, eighteen hun
within and for the county of York, on
ist6,1829.
ishing sinners. The piety of Mrs. PalOR sale by the subscriber on reason«
&N the petition of Eunice Applebef.,
• sweetened and sanctified her affectiondred and twenty-nine, by the Honoura
the first Monday of August, in the year
able terms,
ILf administratrix of the estate of 'Aetn
rsigned certify thatw«¡ regard for tbe beloved members of her
of our Lord eighteen hundred and twen
ble WILLIAM A. HA¥ES, Judge Apfilebee, a minor, late of Berwick, in said
1 voke working Oxen, eight years old,
e musicians employed'"^estic circle. It is for her bereaved husty-nine
by
the
Honourable
WILLIAM
1 Mare Colt, two years old,
county, deceased, representing that the per
of said Court.
Ifred on the4thof Jnly^Jd to say, or rather xofeel, how faithful,
10.000 merchantable Bricks.
A. HAYES, Judge of said Court.
' Holmes. Esq. when’R^ng, affectionate she wasmtheconju- >^ORCAS HANSON, administratrix of sonal estate .of said deceased is not sufficient
’
JOSEPH STORER.
N the petition of Joseph Gilman, a
was struck up—that '«4 relation. Her children found lo bera H > the estate of John B. Hanson, late of to pay the just debts which he owed at the
Kennebunk, August 1, 1829.
creditor to the estate of Samuel Hill,
ilmes order.sa/i/wWTer, provident parent, who ‘ cared foi Lebanon, in said county, deceased, having time of his death by the sum of fifty dollars
Jr. late of Wells, in said county, deceased,
nrh orders could not w¡r present and eternal welfare. May her presented her first account of administration and thirty cents, and praying for a license to
m without our knowWeer for her beloved family and friends, of the estate of said deceased, for allowance, sell and convey so much of the real estate of prayingthat administration of said deceased’s
said
deceased,
as
may
be
necessary
tor
the
and
also
her
petition
for
an
allowance
out
of
estate
may be granted to him or some other
FSSE GILMAN. Jg down upon them the choice blessings.
payment of said debts and incidental charges: suitable person :
the personal estate of said deceased :
ai VIN R. HUBBA® ch she sought on their-behalf.
ORDERED,—That the petitioner give
ORDERED,—That the said administra
ORDERED,—That the petitioner giye
TAYLOfi.
Palmer closed her eyes on terrestrial
SWEDES Iron in large and small bars*
f 1829
¡g% self-collected and composed calm- trix give notice to ad persons interested, notice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, notice thereof to all persons interested in
suitable for Waggon tires—and also
1
¡vaíting for the “ salvation of God.” by causing a copy of this order to be pub and to all persons interested in said estate, by said estate, by causing a copy of this order
Cast Steel, for sale by
jpg ties, had bound her to earth. Her lished three weeks successively, in the Ken causing a copy of this order to be published to be published in the Kennebunk Gazette,
PALMER & MILLER.
oWted M’t had clung with the tenderest attach- nebunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Ken printed in Kennebunk, in said county, three
AugUSt 1.
r’
W/9 Eire
to an affectionate husband—to the chil- said county, that they may appear, at a Pro nebunk, in said county, three weeks succes weeks successively, that they may appear at
u inn áceofM of her bosom—toalarge circle ofval- bate Court to be held at Alfred, in said coun sively, that they may appear at a Probate a Probate Court to be holden at Alfred, in
^Oth u!t. m plac
((
0evQ,ed fl.iends„ All these she was ty, on the first Monday in September next, Court to be holden at Alfred, in said county, said county, on the first Monday in Septem
isigned. 1 he
slrf . d b thc
-ce of Godi sweetly to re- at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew on the first Monday in September next, at ber next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon,
an I ucker.E hei
hands of her Redeemer. I wo cause, if any they have, why the said ac ten of the clock in* th£ forenoon, and shew and shew cause, if any they have, why the
George rhaehc, , 5a^before berdeath/her children at her count should not be allowed, and the said cause if any they have, why’ the prayer of prayer of said petition should not be granted. ^MTARREN’S and Day and Martin’s Jap-^
said petition should not be granted.
n and John Fai
fe were bl.ought toher bed-side, when allowance made.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Reg'r.
VW
pan Blacking, & Partridges Blacking
Atcest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
itary Sc lieast ■
commended them to God and took an afAttest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Reg r.
A true copy—attest,
A true copy—Attest, .
—
donate leave of them. “ My beloved husA true copy—attest,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
. f Connecticut whWjl and children,” she said,'! can give up
For sale at
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
August
8.
,
August
8,
JAMES K. REMIGH’S Bookstore.
nnston’ f’'e4üel hat covenant keeping God, who hath
August 8.
ge” 12 hoO1^>,W1>nise<l t0 kvel>ll,em-
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Affecting Anecdote of a Log.- .
„
of Peebles, (Scotland) had such an impli- (tha natives of England were first commenFfHHIS article being prepared'in q|
cit dependence on the attention of this ani- I ciag their inroads upon the old
m“
’
Jl
and fiee from acids, imparts ad
mal to his orders, th-at whenever he put a | habitants, upon the banks of the Hudson,
has
been
known
for
years
that
the
ability to the Boot or Shoe hitherto uukno J
fet of sheep before her, he took a pride in a; number of the Methodist denomination IT ALBION CORN PLASTER,
For Horse Harnesses it is equally ecoiic^J
leaving it to herself, and either remained to settled at the village of Stadgie. Prior to
i FFORDS immediate relief, and effects al and useful. Should the boot or shced
the inhabitants had been members of
;ako a°glass with the farmer of whom he this,
1
a certain cure for Corns. By its appli soaked in oil previous to its applicationj I
.ad made the purchase, or took another t< h<; Dutch Reformed Church. The dif cation according to accompanying directions, will produce a fine gloss over the samenj
Corn is softened, attenuated, and drawn dering it water proof.”
road, to look after bargains or other busi ference of opinion or doctrine and other the
The above Blacking is for sale by
necessarily led to frequent discus out by the roots, without the least pain, or
ness. But one time he chanced to com- po.nts
j
anv of the trouble and danger attending the gross, dozen or single bottle at the Manuf^
sions
between
the
several
members
of
the
tint a drove to her charge at a place call- •
hazardous and ineffectual practice of extract turer’s prices at
sects. Une day when, as usual, the ing the Corn by mere cutting.
ed Willeqslee) -without attending to her two
i
JA
- J. K. BEMICWS Booksto
The following instances—from many oth
was getting pretty warm, an old
condition as he ought to have done. This dispute
<
TO THE SEA.
July 18.
bppos
farm is five mibes from Peebles, over wild Dutchman, who, respecting the Old and ers of a similar character—sufficiently attest
Grant me thy company thou solemn sea !
Terms.to the superior efficacy of the Albion Corn
NOTICE.
Earth speaks of man,—her trimly, trehe'd hills, and there is no regularly defined New Testaments, had been for years con
Plaster :
]
paid
within
ANzAWAY
from
the
subscriber,OttS
sidered
the
oracle
of
the
village,
arose
and
walks,
path to it. Whether Mr. Steele remained
Mr. Farrar, of Boston, was a number of
day last, Warren Rodgers, av/- L ued (except
‘Her groves, her gardens, and her gorgeous
behind, or took another road, I know not; finished the argument in the following con years distressed by a very painful Corn, had
sixteen years of age All persons are here] I
domes.
but on coming home late in the evening, clusive manner : “Wall, wall, you may applied every thing recommended without forbid harbouring or trusting him on my a Ir —until all arr
All speak of man.
,
effect,
and
was
rendered
a
perfect
cripple.
_ __ 3ut thou dost speak oj God,—thou holy he was astonished at hearing that his faith talk about your old Testament and your On applying this Plaster he was perfectly count, either as master or guardian, ¡ft| The pub!
shall pay no debts of his contracting • sponsible fo
ful animal bad never made her appearance new testament, but I don’t care a copper
sea!
.
,
, •
Thou wonder-working, mortal-mocking One. with the drove. He bad his, son, or servant for bote on’em ; 1 shall stick by de bi cured of his corn and freed from his lame this date.
: beyond the:
ness.
„
,,
„
HENRY GRAM,
Alone upon thy shore. I rove, and count
A Gentleman of Greenfield was years af
instantly
prepared
to
set
out
by
different
ble
.
”
Berwick, July 16, 1829.
The crested billows in their ceaseless play ;
flicted with a verv paiifful Corn, and was.
And when dense darkness shrouds thy awful paths in search of her ; but on their go
Anecdote.—A mortal fever once prevailed cured by one box, after every other plaster
ing to the street, there she was coming
face,
had been tried to no purpose.
I listen to thy voice, and bow me down
with the drove, no one missing ; and mar onboard a ship at sea, and a negro man
Mr. Cutler, of Boston, was cured of a ing been appointed by Gen. CLEMFJ
In all my nothingness to Him whose eye
vellous to relate, she was carrying a was appointed to throw overboard the troublesome Corn by oDe box.
STORER, of Portsmouth, N. H. as Agent] i
Beholds thy congregated world of waves
Certificate.—To those afflicted with Corns his landed property . would giv e notice that1 As the snl
young pup in her mouth : She had been bodies of those who died from time to
But as a noteless de w-drop
closures rem
time.
One
day
when
the
captain
was
on
on
their
feet,
I
do
certify,
that
I
have
used
Mrs. Sigourney.
taken in travail on the hills ; and how the
will at all times attend to _anv applitatiii the facts the
the
Albion
Corn
Plaster
with
complete
suc

deck,
he
saw
the
negro
dragging
out
of
to rent, nr make sqle of said Property ini,
poor beast had contrived to manage her
cess. Before 1 had used one box, it com
drove in her state of suffering, is beyond the forecastle a sick man, who was strug pletely cured a Corn which had troubled me to suit purchasers.
LOVE.
JAMES CSBORjf Jun.''*■ wqWas‘
human calculation ; for the road lay gling violently to extricate himself from for many years. 1 make this public for the
’Tis sweet to aye
; prtcred
July
18.
the
negro
’
s
grasp,
and
remonstrating
bit

benefit
of'those
afflicted
with
that
painful
through
sheep
the
whole
way.
Her
Mas

, pnvlemid
The cloudless sky^
terly
against
the
cruelty
of
burying
him
complaint.
(Signed)
WM.
SHAW.
When the stars are brightly beaming—
ter’s heart smote him when he saw what
foreiwi
Flushing,
Long
Island,Feb.
28.
alive.
“
What
are
you
going
to
do
with
And sweet to gaze
I. Coftctorshv
she had suffered and effected ; but she
f
Price
50
cents
a
box.)
On the rosy rays _
was nothing daunted ; and having deposi that man you black d—1 ?” said the cap
LL persons indebted to SIMON N0l| 3et with
Of the sun in the morn’s first gleaming.
ted her young one in a place of safety, tain. “ Goin to trow him overboard, Mas DUMFRIES’ REMEDY FOR THE
ELL, can pay to the Assignees ¡G.; aT.v/a
jatt the <h
di
sa,
cause
he
dead
I
”
replied
the
negro.
And sweet’s the hour
Store lately occupied by said Nowell tillm / rea
she again set out full speed to the hills,
When music’s power,
middle of September next. After wli, losses and'
!
and brought another, and another, till she “ Dead, you scoundrel 1” says the captain,
Soft o’er the senses stealing,
time all demands will be left with a La® | :sa’es,how f
brought her whole litter, one by one ; “don’t you sge that he moves and
Hold’s heavenly reign,
for collection.
reminded
speaks ?”—“ Yes, Massa,” replied the
but the last one was dead.
And its silken chain
HORACE PORTER,
7 M public whei
negro, “ I know he say he no dead, but
GEORGE WHEELWRIGHT,J
Throws o’er each raptur’d feeling.
Shepherd'1 s Calandar, by James Hogg.
’pounced “ a
^NEW CASE OF A CURE.
he always lie so nobody nebber know
July 18.
But yet more sweet,
“BOSTON, NOVEMBER 24.
Mr. E. W. Bull, of the city of Hartford, when to believe him
Virtus, fan
The responsive beat,
^1R,—The Pile Ointment and Electuary I
Of love’s twin hearts against each other ; Connecticut, has shown us the model of a
£75
lately
had
of
you,
has
had
an
excellent
An'ro Getnmer.—He was called the
spoon lately invented for the purpose of
When nought repels
DIE
effect. 1 have been troubled for years with
Their wistful swells,
administering medicine to infants. It is “ King of the Beggars,” and was very the Piles, and have never found any remedy
4 Before th<
Or bids the sparkling flame to smother. . equally ingenious and useful, and ought to fond of playing little jew d’esprits, of his that would compare with yours. The late
l. (to use Mr.
AS just received an assortment’of ( State
be in the hands of every family. It is so own formation. Once as a priest was go attack was a severe one, but the relief was
WW
miscélxan eous
- constructed, that the medicine is at once ing to his church, he espied An’ro on the almost immediate. I take great pleasure in JoL
would neith
communicating this to you, for the benefit of suitable
<
for the season—which lie will Z nor annvopi
projected into the stomach, without the road, seemingly in the most profound med any who may be suffering under so painful a very
■
cheap
for
Cash.
Mysterious Story. A French paper con
^office tc
possibility of being spilled by the struggles itation, pondering deeply, ‘ with leaden disease.
T ....... H ——.
July 18.
tains the following :
J friendsTffiy
which obstinate infants are so apt to make, eye that loves the ground,’ on something
Mr.
K
idder.
“ A very singular occurrence took place
| there could
The original letter may be seen at the
when any thing unpleasant to the taste is lying in the way, and stepping seriously
I meat. By
about a fortnight ago at Sarraguemes. A
Counting
Room
of
the
Proprietor.
round it. The clergyman came up and
JV. E. Review.
fromJudgi
rich and pious lady, being at church, joined given to them.
ff^The
Proprietor
of
this
Medicine
WTOTICE is hereby given, in conform VPreble—
said, “ Well An’ro, what’s this that seems
in the service with remarkable fervor.
recommends
it
with
the
fullest
confidence
as
with
the
vote
passed
by
the
Ass«
i friendly toI
Laughter.—A witty writer says in praise to be puzzling you so I For my part 1 one of the most valuable remedies yet dis
tion at its last meeting, that the “ Minute]
Upon rising from her knees, she found.be
of laughter—“ Laughter has even dissipa see nothing but a horse-shoe in the road.” covered, for the cure of the painful and de the York Baptist Association,” hdldeil Extract of
hind her a letter, which announced that
ted disease and preserved life by a sudden “ Dear me,” returned the Gaber lunzie, bilitating complaint of the Piles. He deems Shapleigh, June, 1829, are printed andril
St. Peter would sup with her that evening,
effort of nature. We are told that the (with uplifted hands,) “ what disna that it unnecessary to publish any other than the for delivery at James K. Remich’s ft f
*
and bring her news from her husband, who
great Erasmus laughed so heartily at the lair do ; I hae glour’d at that shoe no the foregoing testimonial in its favour. This store, in Kennebunk.
“lam gh
had died a short time before. A sumptu
remedy
has more perfectly answered the
July
18.
satire by Roucellar and Van Hatten, that best part o’ an half hour, and Deil tak me purpose for which it is intended, than any
subject nam
ous repast was prepared, and in the eve
because I r
he broke an imposthume and recovered if I could say whether it Was a horse shoe other now in common use, and affords imme
ning a knock was heard at the door. A
Carleton’s]
his health.”
in a similar treatise on or a mare shoe,”
diate and permanent relief, both from the
robust man, having a long beard, and a
because I w
disorder itself, and its accompanying symp
“ laughter,” Joubert gives two similar in
large iron key hanging by his side, entered
ARBY’S Patent Riñes” for Scy! are. 1 had
toms of pain in the loins, vertigo, head-ache,
stances. A patient being very low, the
A
traveller
stopping
at
a
house
in
a
ÍLF Likewise, Scythes, Sneaths,; Gen. King
and saluted her with a benignant air. The
loss of appetite, indigestion, and other marks
physician, who had ordered a dose of rhu Scotch settlement near Fayetteville, N. C. of debility.
[Mr. Carle
Shaker Rakes, for sale by
Apostle related to her many glorious
barb, countermanded the medicine, which preferred milk for his breakfast ; upon
that their.£
The remedy is quite innocent, and may be
PALMER 4*
things respecting the other world, and
then
ta beta.
July 17.
dwelt particularly upon the felicity enjoyed was left on the table. A monkey in the vhich the hostess bawled to her daughter administered to all ages and both sexes.
t^sSniecoi
room, jumping up, discovered the goblet, Gince for the straining rag, and was in Plain and ample Directions, with a descrip
by her last husband. At length they sat
It is unnet
and having tasted, made a terrible grimace. formed it was round Nab’s sore leg. Take tion of the complaint, accompany each pack
down to table, and the servant-girl was
which consists of two boxes, one con
we tnight de
Again putting only his tongue to it, he it off, then, she exclaimed, and give it a age,
laining an Ointment, and the other an Elec
ordered to carry the dishes to the door
dations of IV
perceived some sweetness of the dissol cold water wrench—for you know I mor tuary.—Price $1 for both articles, or 50
men named
and leave them there, from whence the
ved manna, while the rhubarb had sunk to tally despise nastiness I
cents
where
but
one
only
is
wanted.
H E dwelling house oca ¿ant verbal
lady fetched them and placed them on
the bottom. Thus emboldened, he swal
,.SL
by Samuel DurrelljJ cal manner
%* The above valuable Medicines are
the table. The servant on her side had
Eanding
—heretofore know .selves of his
lowed the whole, but found it such a nau
A temperance society has lately been prepared from the original Recipe in MS.
an apostle in the person of a stout gen
he
Hibbert
house. It wl We shall st
of the late Dr. VV. T. Conway, by his
seous portion, that after many strangexand formed in Connecticut.
The members
darme, who came to pay her an evening
sold low. Application to be made to ¡L ny, that Sh<
fantastic grimaces, he grinded his teeth in obligated themselves not to drink any ar immediate Successor, and the sole Proprietor, min Durrell or Isaac Kilham.
■ Intirefati
1. Kidder, and sold wholesale by him at
visit. Surprised at seeing so much bustle
agony, and in a violent fury threw the dent spirits, or give it or sell it to others. his Counting Room over No. 97, (formerly
Kennebunk, June 18, 1829.
tion of Mr.
in the kitchen, he inquired the cause.
goblet on the floor. The whole affair was As they were about signing a paper to No. 70,) Court street, corner of Hanover
In Januar
4 We have a stranger come to supper,’
choice spir
so ludicrous, that the sick man burst into that effect, a difficulty arose unexpected street, Boston, and retailed by his special
said the servant, ‘ who has a very singular
and Count]
repeated peals of laughter, and the recov ly.—Several of them had a little of the appointment, (together with all the valuable
appearance. He has a long beard ; but
Medicine as prepared by the late Dr. Con
other politic
ery of cheerfulness led to health.
T is stated for a fact that E. E. Boui: and also to
denounced liquor on hand.
What was to way,) by
J. only caught a glimpse of him, for my
Esq.
is
appointed
to
settle
theaccc
be done with it ? To throw it away would
in Maine;
mistress forbids me to enter the room/
JOHN LILLIE, Kmnebunk.
of S. L. Osborn, after the twenty-hsi
Pleasure is to woman what the sun is to be wasteful.
agree or
After some cogitation, it
The gendarme followed the servant to
***None genuine without the written sig of August ensuing. All disposed tos all
in? was adj
the door, which he pushed open and went the flowers ; If moderately enjoyed, it was proposed to pour it in their cider— nature of T. KIDDER, on the outside print with the subscriber by cash or note prw ruary. At
ed wrapper.
in.—‘ Who are you, Sir,’ said he abruptly, beautifies, it refreshes, and it improves ; when they all cried out, O yes 1
to the above day, will attend to this las!! seated, th a
tice it they wish to take advantage ol any bargai
4 and where is your passport T 1 The if immoderately, it withers, desolates, and
hardness of the times.
gence.—• t
Saints,’ replied the stranger, ' have no destroys; But the duties of domestic life
The
Detroit
Gazette
relates
that
some
¿T ‘B. Goods will be sold very los [ cause in L:
need of passports ; I am St. Peter, and exercised as they must be in retirement, time ago, a malicious white hunter shot an
Cash
and
several
kinds
of
barter
pay.
GREEABLY
to
th
’
e
provisions
of
the
re

that McCi
here is my key.’
The gendarme with and calling forth all the sensibilities of the Indian against whom he had some grudge,
S. L. OSBOR .and appoin
solve of February 2d, 1828, “ for pro
female,
are
perhaps
as
necessary
to
the
June 19, 1829. .... It therefore t
drew, but went out and communicated the
viding public buildings for the use of the• Kennebunk,
as he was climbing up a tree, and wound
(
______ E
adventure to his brigadier.
The latter full development of her charms as the ed him severely, the offender excused State, and an additional resolve passed Feb
lector ofV
took several men with him, and went, and shade and the shower are to the rose, con himself before the Justice, by swearing ruary 19th, 1829.”
son was de
The following Townships and parts of THE copartnership heretofore exii procure th
hid himself in the lady’s house. Shortly firming its beauty, and increasing its fra that he thought it was a bear.—The Indian,
Townships, will be sold at Public Auction, to
of the Leg
after, there was another knock at thadoor. grance.
under the name of
who talked gobd English, appeared thun the highest bidder, at the Land Office, in
man corns
It was opened, and four other Apostles
GOWEN & TIBBETS) stating tha
Our incomes should be like our shoes, der-struck and replied, “ If you say you Bangor, on Tuesday the twentieth day of
entered.
The gendarmes immediately if too small they will gall and pinch us ; thought it was a bear going up a tree, October next, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon, of Shapleigh, is this day by niutualc« the Qollec
(subject to the reservation for public uses dissolved, and all persons indebted 1« derstood i
seized them, as well as St. Peter, and, up but if too large, they will cause us to stum wit/i red leggins on I am done.”
provided by Law) viz.
firm are hereby called upon tomakei! Carleton 5
on searching them, found they had con ble and to trip. But wealth, after all, is
Township number 2, in the 13th range, diate settlement at the same store,» Spectors,”
cealed under their clothes, daggers, a relative thing ; since he that has little,
“ Signs of the Times.” It is no uncom- west from the monument, according to the will be occupied by John Gowen in ft the slight«
knives, pistols, keys and whistles. All
‘ ” and wants less, is richer than he that has
JOHN GOWE McCrate
mon thing to find whalemen just arrived plan of Joseph Norris. Township No. 3, in
the Saints were hand-cuffed and takeni to much and wants more. The contentment
IRA TIBBET! desire tha
from a, two or three years’ voyage inqui the 7th range, and Township No. 5, in the
4th range, according to Joseph and Joseph
..Metz, where they vyere committed to depends not upon what we have but upon
Shapleigh, June 26, 1829.
Bv whom
ring eagerly at the booksellers what new C. Norris’plan. Also, Township No. 1, in
known, bi
prison to take their trial.”
what we would have ; a tub was large e- novels Walter Scott has published during the 9th range, Township marked A. in the
eight ger
nough for Diogenes, but a world was too their absence. Truly, a novel sort of dead 11th range, and all thytt part of Township
good evid
WHITE PAINT.
little for Alexander.
reckoning this, for Jack to trouble himself umbered 4. in the Sd range of Townships
Washing’
We do not hesitate to recommend to
west of the monument, according to a plan |L?tQflJND in Wells, one day last ble apoloi
about.-JVew-BedJord Mercury.
made by Joseph and Joseph C. Norris, which
* our friends the following durable and ve
Mr. Cad!
near the Store or
Tooth Powder.
The following is
was
assigned and set off to the State of Calfskin Pocket Book, containing p- Chandler
ry che-ap white paint, not only as orna given as the correct mode of preparing the
Maine,
by
the
Commissioners,
under
the
Envy.—The most curious specimen of
The owner may have it by provingpip sert, date
mental, but as one of the best substances celebrated French tooth-powder, called
envy we ever heard of, was exhibited by a act prov iding for the separation of Maine and paying charges.
“v
to cover and protect wood.
Poudre Peruvienne : White sugar 36 London Aiderman, whose name we have from Massachusetts.
Enquire at the ¿tore of Maj. Si’Mtf
“ Mr. i
Spanish White, (in fine powder,) 3 grains, cream of tartar 72, magnesia 72,
DANIEL ROSE, Land Agent.
Wells, July 11, 1829.
forgotten.
He
was
on
his
way
to
a
turtle
the recoi
July 3d, 1829.
pounds-—Fresh unslacked Lime, half a starch 72, mace 2, cinnamon 6, sulphate
of the Le
pound—Burgunda Pitch, or common Tur of quinine (or quinia) 3, and carmine 5 dinner, and was encountered by a half star
■ we had y
pentine, 2 ounces—Linseed Oil, half a grains. All these substances are reduced ved, and half naked beggar, who solicited
vor of
charity. He looked at the applicant in
pint—Skimmed Milk, 2 quarts.
(.that isinto a fine powder, and mixed together tently for a moment, and then burst out, )T|nHE Subscribers are constantly supplied
LL persons indebted to the sute
Slack the Lime in water, just enough to with great care ; then add four drops of
myself) I
_SL
with Warranted Gun Powder, by a
either by note or account, are«?
“ confound you, I’d give five guineas for New England Manufacturer of the article,
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